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SECTION 1:

INTRODUCTION.

1.1:  BACKGROUND.

For many years now most housing to find its way into the Torres Strait Region has
been created with very little input from island people.    Today the access which an
island family has to new housing is very much dependent on external forces.   
Primarily a family relies on its community council, firstly to choose it from a large
waiting list as the most deserving for a new home, and secondly to secure
government funds to make delivery of the house possible.    For many families in
desperate need of a new home, the prospect is not good and the dependence is
frustrating.

The family who does receive a new home may find itself locked into changed ways
of living.    The design of the home is usually fixed by a government agency and a
building prefabricator based in southern Queensland, and so predictably it lacks
sympathy with the extended family lifestyle and tropical climate of the Torres Strait
Islands.    The new home may also bring with it new and expensive obligations, in
that the family has increased rental payments to meet and council has an extra
property to repair and maintain.

The cost of importing processed building materials and skilled contract labour to the
Islands has proven to be extremely high.    Four bedroom cement sheet homes with
fully enclosed covered area of 92 square metres and unenclosed covered area of 49
square metres were erected entirely by external contract labour on bottom western
islands in 1991 at a cost of around $140,000.00 each.    And so these days the
money available to communities for housing doesn't go far.

But possibly the most crippling long-term cost associated with this process of
housing delivery is that it causes young Torres Strait Island people to lose the
interest and skills for creative self-expression as shown by their grandparents who
provided for their own shelter needs in the context of a self-reliant community.
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1.2:  CONTEXT FOR SELF-HELP HOUSING
        AND  THE  ST.PAULS INITIATIVE.

Recognising the limitations of existing housing options, and loaded with drive and
ability to help themselves, the Levi, Ware and Pedro families at St.Pauls Village on
Moa Island recently built their own homes.    Each family developed its own design
solution by carefully considering its particular living needs and by addressing local
site factors such as sun, view and breezes.    The houses were erected using building
materials found locally in the bush, including stone, sand, clay, anthill, bamboo and
various forest timbers.    Construction methods were kept simple to suit the available
community workforce.
Because it presented a new self-help approach to housing, and because it could
offer many social and economic benefits to the community, this project (ambitious
for a community as small as St.Pauls) met with tremendous support from many
sources:
-     The Aboriginal Development Commission Thursday Island made funds available

to the St.Pauls Council for purchasing, on behalf of self-build families, those
materials which had to be imported.

-     With funding from the Department of Employment and Training Thursday Island
and administrative oversight from the Cairns College of TAFE, the author was
engaged to conduct an eleven month training programme in self-help building
construction through 1987 and 1988.

-    Operation Raleigh provided labour and friendship on site for twelve weeks in
1987.

-     From 1988 to 1990 an informal collection of fifteen volunteers from four states
of Australia visited St.Pauls in sequence to share their skills with the self-build
families.

-  And most importantly, throughout this time, the St.Pauls Council always   
remained constructive in its support of the project.

A return visit to St.Pauls Community in February 1992 found the Ware, Levi and
Pedro families proudly living in and caring for their new and beautiful self-built
homes.    (see photos on page 8)

Five other families had begun to construct their own homes with design ideas and
building experience gained from the first three projects.    But without financial or
technical support they were finding the task daunting.

At a meeting held in March 1992, the St.Pauls Community expressed its clear
preference towards self-help housing because:
-      It brought home ownership to within reach of any family unafraid of hard work.
-   It released council from the costs of maintenance and problems with rent

collection that are so significant with council owned housing.
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-      It had shown to be a far less expensive approach allowing many more houses to
be built for and by the community with the limited available government funds.   
The first three self-built houses at St.Pauls average five bedrooms each.    With
fully enclosed covered area averaging 133 square metres and unenclosed
covered area averaging 145 square metres, they cost each family roughly
$25,000.00 for materials and DEET roughly $20,000.00 for construction
training input.    (figures adjusted for inflation to 1991).           

-     It allowed families to live in homes which they themselves designed.
-    It offered experience and skill development in most aspects of building design

and   construction.
-     It encouraged people to work together as a close-knit community, to share the

satisfaction of joint achievement and to become more independent of
government agencies in providing for their own housing needs once again.

     
The meeting recommended that future self-help housing at St.Pauls be approched as
follows:
-    That Council and the CDEP workforce assist further families to build their own

homes.
-    That government agencies be approached for financial assistance which allows

Council to lend money to homebuilders for the purchase of imported building
materials and special contract labour.

-  That Council seek legal advice on appropriate forms of land tenure for
homebuilders who expect rights of ownership in return for their sweat
contribution and loan repayments.

-   That Council engage suitably qualified people to provide homebuilders with
architectural and engineering services, construction supervision and training as
necessary.     

-    That homebuilders commence work on the basis of fairly modest designs with a
view to extending at a later date when building skills are well developed and
original loan repayments are complete.

-    That a forestry programme be established on Moa Island to provide both sawn
and round pole building timber for future generations of St.Pauls homebuilders.
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1.3:  OBJECTIVES OF THIS REPORT.

The purpose of this report is to present strategies for continued self-help housing,
not only for St.Pauls, but for any Torres Strait community which would like to
follow this path.    These strategies aim to draw the very best results from human
and material resources available in the region.    Concepts and thoughts have been
gleaned from the St.Pauls experience in particular, and also from several other self-
help housing projects undertaken by mainland Aboriginal communities in
association with the author over the past ten years.

Mention is given to both positive and negative experiences of past and present
projects, so the reader may learn for the future.    The author trusts he will not
embarrass or offend any community, council, family or individual connected with
negative experiences discussed.
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SECTION 2:

HUMAN STRATEGIES
FOR SELF-HELP HOUSING.

2.1:  OPTIONS OF APPROACH.

This report discusses self-help housing according to a number of basic approaches,
which are described and compared below.    They are all equally worthwhile and
can be taken on singly or in combination.    Each Island council and community has
a different social and political structure, and so any approach adopted for self-help
housing should be carefully tailored to meet particular local needs and aspirations.

2.1.1:  Community Based Housing.

Where a community actively participates in the design and/or construction of its
housing, this can be described as communal self-help or community based housing.   
In most cases it takes the form of a council run building programme which employs
local labour and some external tradespeople on wages to produce rental housing
stock for the general community.    The Palm Island Council and community is
currently undertaking such a programme in association with Pacific Architecture
and the author.    

Its advantages (as compared to self-build described below) include:
-   Local employment opportunities.
-   Better potential for establishing a viable construction industry.
-   Fair payment for all work contributed.

Its disadvantages include:
-   Only wages as reward for hard work, so motivation can waver.
-   No direct opportunity for home ownership .
-   Poor control for most families in access to new housing.
-   Limited scope for instilling in residents pride for the new home.
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2.1.2:  Group Self-Build.

Group self-build is a particular kind of community based housing by which a
number of families pool their labour and skill resources to build homes for one
another in a collective approach, with the assistance of council resources.    The
common aim is home ownership.    Self-help housing at St.Pauls commenced as a
group self-build project for three families, however inherent disadvantages as listed
below thwarted progress at an early stage and it was necessary to revert to an
individual self-build approach.    However group self-build could be tackled with
great success where a community council assertively manages a project based on
strict organisational and equity guidelines.

Advantages of group self-build include:
-   Enhanced potential of a broader collection of skills and manpower.
-   Pleasure of working on a lively building site with friends from other like-minded

families.
-   More visible progress to admire at the end of each working day.
-   Reward in home ownership.

Disadvantages include:
-   Risk of families not contributing equally to the group effort, and of discontent

developing in anticipation or result of this.
-   Danger of bitterness developing between families over differences in respective

houses in terms of construction workload and/or progress on site.
-    No wage payment for hard work.

2.1.3:  Individual Self-Build.

Again another kind of community based housing, individual self-build has families
independently designing and constructing their own homes at a self-directed pace
but with financial, technical and resource assistance from council as required.   
Again the motive is for home ownership.    The St.Pauls project was successful
based on this approach.    

Advantages of individual self-build (as compared to group self-build) include:
-   Direct link for participants between work inputs and progress results.
-   Healthy competition amongst participating self-build families.
-   Less risk of ill feeling developing between families.

Disadvantages include:
-   Reduced labour and skill pool for individual projects.
-  Risk of low morale and slow progress due to a hard and potentially isolating

task.
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2.2:  ISSUES FOR THE SELF-BUILDER.

2.2.1:  Limiting the Project to an Achievable and Affordable  Scale.

The most difficult and fundamental challenge which a self-builder has to face
presents itself on the very first day he or she decides to become a self-builder.    It is
not physical or technical, and is almost always poorly dealt with.    The challenge is
in appreciating the massive work commitment associated with self-building.    All
but the most experienced commercial home builders greatly underestimate the
workload they have before them.    It has been an equally major issue to families on
the Victorian Ministry of Housing's Self-Build Programme as it has been to self-build
families in the Torres Straits Islands..

The Levi and Ware families at St.Pauls designed and built very large six bedroom
homes.    Certainly they are now thrilled with their huge achievement and look
back at the building process with fond memories.    But they were the first to take
on the task, and at many times, particularly during the earlier stages of construction,
they felt daunted and depressed with their growing awareness of the sheer amount
of hard work ahead.    This caused a slump in morale and a loss in progress.   
Having to collect huge quantities of heavy bush building materials with unsuitable
and dilapidated vehicles did not help matters.    Their homes took them three years
to complete.

By the time Wilhelm Pedro came to build his home, he had, by observing the Ware
and Levi families at work, developed an appreciation of workload.    He settled on a
more modestly sized house design and was able to access good CDEP equipment
and a community workforce already skilled from the Ware and Levi projects.    As a
result the Pedro House was practically complete in six months.

The big challenge then is in limiting the scope of works to an achievable and
affordable scale.    This must be done as a matter of principle in the early design
stages of each self-help housing project, and firm guidance from an experienced
builder is essential here.    Once construction starts, it's virtually impossible to reduce
the workload ahead without seriously compromising the design.    To start small and
extend later when resources and energy are replenished, is a sound approach to
which many people at St.Pauls now aspire.    See page 13 for notional sketch based
on this concept.    

2.2.2:  Setting Realistic Time Frames for Self-Help.

The time it takes for a self-builder to complete a home varies enormously from case
to case as it depends on so many factors.    Certainly the support of community
council and government agencies is very important, and this is discussed further in
sections 2.2 and 2.3.    And of course workload and therefore time taken is very
much a function of material, construction and service systems adopted, as dealt with
in sections 3.2, 3.3 and 3.5.
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But apart from scope of works, the most crucial issues to be considered by the self-
builder in setting realistic time frames for the project are family issues.    Questions
which need to be addressed include the following:
-   Will the self-builder have other work, family or social commitments to attend to

during the period of building construction ?    If so, how much of his or her time
will they consume ?

-   Who in the immediate family or household can the self-builder rely on as fit, hard-
working, available and committed starters for construction work ?    Are these
helpers known to stick at a tough job to the end ?

-  Will the self-builder be comfortable in leading the gang on site and setting a
healthy work pace ?    Will he or she be able to maintain a constant presence on
site to uphold this role of leadership ?

And so if for example a well-organized and single-minded family leader, together
with a solid team of prime movers, commences work at the end of a wet season, on a
modestly sized house, then there is a good chance that the job will be complete
before the next rains.    If a person with many other commitments tackles an
ambitious project with a loose collection of occasional helpers, then the house will
take many years to complete.

The two approaches are equally valid, since many beautiful self-built homes have
emerged from both the path of the boar and the tortoise.     The trick at the outset is
to be realistic with expectations for progress so as to avoid disappointment along
the way.     

2.2.3:  Drawing the Best from Available Help.

The process of construction is unavoidably a long haul.    And with it the self-
builder needs all the help he or she can get, be it from extended family, friends or
CDEP labour.    Good results from this available help are achieved by good
leadership and returns of kindness.

On site a wise self-builder will:
-    With such attractions as free smokes and soft drink, reggae music, village clowns

and even a football, make the building site a good spirited and fun place to be.
-   Where possible offer each helper a variety of worthwhile and satisfying tasks to

choose from.
-    Encourage the more enjoyable team approach to work.
-    Ensure that noone is technically or physically floundering with a task at hand.
-  Preserve a healthy balance between encouraging quality workmanship and

relaxing with what's less than perfect.
-    Deal with mistakes and bludgers in a calm and constructive way.
-    Generally focus on positive developments and underplay the negative.
-    Appreciate that in every self-build project there are times when morale is high

and progress dynamite, as there are times when nothing seems to go right.    The
trick is to go with the flow.

On rest days the wise self-builder will acknowledge all help received, however large
or small, with:
-    Friendship.
-    Praise as due.
-    The odd party or dinner invitation.
-    Some other return favour.     
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2.3:  ISSUES FOR THE COMMUNITY COUNCIL.

2.3.1:  Familiarizing the Community with the Concept of Self-Help Housing.

Self-help housing places considerable demands on the resources of a participating
island council and community.    Therefore before council takes this approach on
board, it must ensure that it has full community support.    Public meetings with
guest speakers from St.Pauls Village, or videos and photographs which are available
from the author, can help the community to make informed decisions about self-
help.

2.3.2:  Selecting Self-Builders to Support.

In all but the largest communities, full public meetings are the best forum for
deciding on which prospective self-builders Council should support and in what
order.    This requires careful consideration not only to particular families' social
standing and accomodation needs, but also their likely  performance as builders.   
With self-help housing, accomodation needs can only be met for and by families
which have the necessary qualities and approach as discussed in section 2.1.      

2.3.3:  Arranging Finance and Land Tenure for Self-Builders.

Council needs to gain assistance from government agencies which fund housing in
the Torres Strait Region, to allow money to be lent to self-builders for purchase of
imported materials and special contract labour, and to secure for self-builders
suitable legal tenure for land upon which they invest their sweat and savings.

2.3.4:  Selecting Consultants.

Also with financial assistance from government housing agencies, council needs to
access suitably qualified and experienced architects, engineers, construction
supervisors and trainers to work with self-builders through the various design and
construction processes.    The very best consultants are found by recommendation
of other communities which in turn have the longest and best track record with self-
help.    In adopting self-help, the community and council should, where possible,
learn the skills of these consultants.   A consultant suited to self-help is one who
spends time with the community freely and directly sharing knowledge as an
educator, rather than one who guards knowledge and flies in quickly to sell
solutions.
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2.3.5:  Servicing Supervisors and Trainers.

Short training courses, particularly those  with no immediate and direct application
in the community, are rarely of benefit.    A construction supervisor and trainer are
only worthwhile when they work and live with the community for extended
periods.    The salaries they draw from council funds are considerable and, in order
to make the best use of their services, they must be well resourced.
To perform well on the job, the supervisor and trainer need comfortable and private
domestic accomodation for themselves and their families.    This places an enormous
demand on council since spare accomodation is always so hard to find.    But it
must be provided as an essential ingredient to a successful project.

A small work space in the council office with access to telephone, fax and
photocopying facilities is important for the supervisor, to carry out necessary book-
keeping and materials ordering work and to communicate with project architects
and engineers.

In the course of a day's work, the supervisor and trainer will constantly need to
move between a number of building sites and the council office.    If any of these
are separated by more than a few minutes walk, then he or she must have dedicated
access to a vehicle, and sites should be linked by CB radio.

2.3.6:  Mobilising CDEP Labour.

If well managed by council supervisor and trainer, CDEP labour can be of enormous
physical and moral assistance to the self-builder.    At St.Pauls Community, CDEP
workers made a significant contribution to progress on the Pedro House, and they
gained good skills and experience by it.    It is encouraging that a few of the
younger CDEP workers on the Pedro House are now likely to be selected by
council as owner builders in their own right, by which they will benefit from return
CDEP assistance.    At Butler Bay on Palm Island Qld., the local CDEP workforce
has been of little assistance with an otherwise successful community based housing
project.    Both the council chairman and the construction supervisor/trainer see this
as a great loss and are working hard to improve CDEP cooperation.    

   
2.3.7:  Supply and Maintenance of Tools, Vehicles and Construction
Equipment.    

Without constant ready access to these resources, a community based housing
project is doomed to fail.    Councils with CDEP in swing tend to have much of the
necessary tools, vehicles and equipment already at hand, and if not they are likely
to be in receipt of sufficient CDEP capital funds to purchase outstanding gear as
required.
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The minimum gear required for a two to five house construction programme might
include the following:
-      Two complete carpenter's kits containing trade-quality hand and power tools.
-     One utility truck, one two tonne tip truck (or tractor and four wheel tip trailer),

one backhoe.
-    Two portable generators, four petrol driven cement mixers, six wheelbarrows,

two extension and two step ladders, three chainsaws, one water pump.

Once tools and equipment have been accessed for a project, provided they are kept
in good working order, they tend to serve their purpose toward a successful result.

But the bane of every self-help housing project in Aboriginal and Islander Australia
of knowledge to the author, has been the shockingly poor access to council
vehicles.    Typically vehicles are either out of action in a neglected state of
disrepair, or they are committed to every other conceivable and often unnecessary
council mission.    As may be guessed from the tone of this remark, supervisors and
trainers find this madly frustrating and totally unacceptable.

If a council genuinely wants its self-help housing programme to proceed efficiently,
then it must ensure that at least a utility and a tip truck (or tractor/trailer) are
dedicated to the project under direction of the construction supervisor, and that
these vehicles receive thorough mechanical check-ups on a weekly basis.    A well
maintained backhoe must also be available to the project as top priority.

2.3.8:  Showing Patience and Moral Support.

The first house to be built by self-help in a community almost always takes a lot of
time to complete and a number of mistakes are made along the way.    This is
because there are so many new skills to grasp and a vast range of labour and
resource systems to mobilise.    A slow and steady modest start to self-help housing
may not appear so attractive to a council due for re-election, but it is the only
worthwhile approach for a programme that's to enjoy a long and successful future
by which good people are ultimately remembered.    To show patience and moral
support to owner builder families, through thick and thin, is a good investment for
council.
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2.4:  ISSUES FOR GOVERNMENT AGENCIES.

2.4.1:  Acting on Commitment to Self-Help.

There have been too many community based housing projects set up over the years
through Aboriginal Australia, where some things have gone wrong within a year or
so of their establishment.    The participating government agencies, with some staff
sceptical from the outset, have said  "We told you so" and stopped funding.    The
perceived result for everyone involved, and for community based housing in
general, has been one of failure.    When a valuable international
telecommunications satellite fell into useless orbit two years ago, it wasn't written
off.    NASA designed and executed a magnificent rescue mission which put the
satellite back on track.

Government departments have many officers with great ability and experience in
dealing with technical, social, financial and legal matters of Aboriginal and Islander
housing.    Nothing's lacking there.    The only crucial questions which these
officers need to ask themselves are:  "Do I support self-help as a housing principle
?"  and if so: "Can I match this support with committed action ?".    Only those
officers who do support and can act, should unite across departments to share their
skills and experience with councils and communities, to be patient and constructive
with both the good and the bad, and gradually over the years as a programme
develops, work to refine and expand as appropriate.    Communities differ vastly
with the potentials they have to draw on and the problems they have to resolve, so
a fresh approach is needed in each case.

2.4.2:  Allowing Time.

Finally government agencies need to allow community people to build in their own
time.    Restricting the availability of funds to particular financial years is not on,
technically or socially.    This has been the experience of the author with Aboriginal
and Islander housing projects, as of the Victorian Ministry of Housing with its
extensive Self-Build Programme.

Whilst bush materials such as stone, earth and pole timbers reduce building costs
considerably, their collection and processing are very time-consuming.    Whilst the
labour in owner building draws no trade wages, it is normally of a limited skill level
by which output is much slower.    It follows then that self-help housing can be
inexpensive only when government and council allow self-builders lots of time to
make best use of inexpensive material and labour resources.    Provided they are
properly resourced for the work at hand, self-builders will in their own time almost
always complete their home.    A good number of healthy committed starts is what's
needed.

Aboriginal and Islander people are extremely quick to pick up the various trade
skills required on the job.    But management of an independent and commercially
viable building enterprise requires community people with expertise to order
materials off plans, to set out (or measure up) works, to coordinate labour and to
link the various elements of the construction process.    To develop these skills
takes many years of hands-on training and experience under qualified guidance.
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SECTION 3:

TECHNICAL STRATEGIES
FOR SELF-HELP HOUSING.

We have seen there are many human issues to be considered before a family,
community or council takes on a self-help housing project.    Similarly there are
many technical issues to be considered.    Too often self-builders, and for that matter
also professional building designers, commence a project with a dream or image of
the final result.    They may picture a series of plan arrangements and roof shapes
that they have found to work well and look attractive.    And from there they
proceed to search for technical systems for siting, materials, construction, climate
control, water and power supply and waste disposal, which will fit in with their
basic design concepts.    Such a process can lead to solutions that compromise the
attributes of both design notions and technical systems in order to marry the two.   
This may well occur in remote regions such as the Torres Straits, where housing
approach needs to be very much guided by the cost and availability of local
material and human resources.

Clearly a better way to commence design is with an analysis of locally appropriate
technical systems - their potentials and problems.    And from this research, a host of
cues emerge which equip the self-builder to develop exciting design concepts
based on an awareness of locally relevant technical issues.    In other words, by this
approach the solution can be more carefully tailored to take advantage of local
factors.

And so a discussion of technical issues, of importance in pre-design research,
follows.
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3.1:  THE HOUSE SITE.

3.1.1:  Property Boundaries.

Is ownership of the property based on a traditional family claim, and does the full
community and council recognise this claim ?    Is there, or can there be established,
a legally binding certicificate of title which has rights of ownership and property
boundaries clearly defined ?    Are accurate boundary survey pegs required for
siting of the house ?

3.1.2:  Landslope and Drainage.

Is the landslope such that significant earthmoving would be necessary to produce a
level site for on-ground floor construction ?    Does the landslope have any
particular visual or atmospheric qualities to which the house design could respond ?   
Do any elders of the community know of problems on site with wet season surface
drainage or high water tables ?

3.1.3:  Soil Conditions.

Will the soils provide firm building foundations ?    The advice of an architect,
engineer or building inspector should be sought here.    Are there any visible signs
of termite infestation ?    Are the soils suitable for filtering household wastewater
and for gardening of fruit, vegetables and ornamental plants ?

3.1.4:  Sun Orientation.

In which direction does the sun rise and fall ?    Remember that on hot days the late
afternoon sun can pierce deeply under eaves and verandahs.    Do trees and
neighbouring buildings cast shade over the site, and if so, when and where ?

3.1.5:  Wind Orientation.
   
From which direction do the cooling breezes affect the site, both in wet and dry
seasons ?    From which direction are fierce storms and fires most likely to advance ?

3.1.6:  Views.

Where are the captivating views ?    From which parts of the house might they be
appreciated ?    Are any of the views westward towards harsh afternoon sun ?
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3.1.7:  Vegetation.

Will any existing vegetation be  removed from the building site ?    If so, is any part
of it culturally or environmentally significant ?    Check with the community and
council.    Of vegetation to be retained or planted, will it provide sun shade and
wind protection, or could it stifle cooling breezes ?    Does existing vegetation have
particular qualities which the house design could address ?

3.1.8:  Services.  

Will the home require all site services such as reticulated town water, sewerage and
power ?    Of the services required, which are readily accessible and at what cost to
the council and the self-build family ?    For which services are self-reliant
alternatives feasible?    (see also section 3.5.)

3.1.9:  Access for Vehicles.

How far and how serviceable are the roads between the house site, property
boundary and village centre ?    Who will be responsible for maintenance of roads
which access new sites more distant from the village ?      
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3.2:  BUILDING MATERIALS.

3.2.1: Local Resources.

Self-help housing projects in which the author has participated, particularly at
Mt.Catt N.T. and St.Pauls Qld., and to a lesser extent at Lake Tyers Vic. and Palm
Island Qld., have focused on the use of locally available building materials such as
earth, stone, antbed, bamboo, round and sawn bush timbers.

The communities involved remain attracted to these materials for the following
reasons:
-    They are procurable at very little cost, which means that self-builders save

money and councils are able to stretch their housing funds further.
-   They lend themselves to simple, rustic construction methods by which a little

rough and ready workmanship can be absorbed without loss of function or
appearance.

-  They produce very attractive buildings which stand peacefully in natural
surroundings.    

-     They are always available for the odd addition, alteration or repair job.

"Self-Help Housing in the Torres Strait Region", a report on educational workshops
and field studies conducted by the author in 1986, lists locally available building
materials on Badu, Boigu, Dauan, Moa, Saibai and Warraber Islands.    Materials that
are unavailable on some islands could be acquired by trade with other
neighbouring islands.    For example, the St.Pauls Community has considered the
prospect of mass-producing earth bricks for export to eastern islands where clays
are less abundant.   Existing barge services could easily and cheaply transport these
bricks through the Straits, as the boats are partially empty for most of their inter-
island journeys.

The value of locally available materials to self-builders is of course a function of the
ease with which they can be collected and processed, and this in turn is very much
dependent on access to council-owned tools, vehicles and construction equipment
as discussed in section 2.2.7.

Some local resources may be of cultural or environmental significance, in which
case they should not be exploited.    Trees for timber are the most likely example.

Earth Bricks.

All inhabited top and bottom western islands except Dauan have pockets of salt-
free earth with a clay content in excess of fifty percent by volume.    This earth is
suitable for production of puddled sun-dried bricks.    Shrinkage cracking is more
easily avoided by limiting brick size and slowing the drying process than by
incorporation of straw.    
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Cement stabilisers often compete chemically with clays to seriously reduce brick
strength, and should not be used in earth brick production without prior laboratory
testing.    With good eaves protection and a surface coating of diluted bondcrete,
unrendered puddled earth bricks laid above continuous damp proof coursing (as
illustrated on page 32) should produce walls that are resilient to all but the most
severe weather conditions and wasp or ant infestations.

Transportable earth brick making machines have been purchased by a number of
Aboriginal and Islander communities throughout Australia in recent years.   
Production output from these machines has in only a few cases justified their capital
cost.    The basic $35,000.00 machine only forms bricks to a limited range of sizes.   
It also requires regular skilled maintenance which is not always available.    Earth
mix preparation and brick handling represent the bulk of the production workload,
and these remain as manual tasks in all but the most sophisticated and expensive
plants.    On Palm Island Qld., four men are currently producing a house lot of earth
bricks per week with one simple multiple brick form which cost maybe $10.00 in
sawn timber (see also bottom left hand photo on page 18).    There are no expensive
machines, no operating costs, and bricks of any size are producible.

            
Rammed and Poured Earth.

Where the available earth contains less clay (around fifteen to thirty percent by
volume) and/or some small rock to fist size, it can be rammed or poured in situ to
form floors and walls (see also photo of Palm Island Demonstration Hut on page
28).    Whilst this reduces earth handling to a single process of placement, the
setting of wall formwork can be tedious and technically demanding especially
where building plans are without form-coordinated dimensions and/or contain
many bends and tee-junctions.    Again, because of cement's unpredictable affect on
material strength, cement stabilised walls must be tested in sample panels before
construction commences.    Poured mud walls must contain cement (at five to ten
percent by volume depending on properties of the earth), horizontal reinforcement
and control joints to minimize shrinkage cracking.

Sand-Cement Bricks.

Where suitable clay-rich soils are unavailable, salt-free sand and cement (at a ratio
between 5:1 and 10:1 depending on sand particle size) can be used to produce
bricks, again with simple timber forms.    Material used for footings and subwalls
should not contain clay or loam, as they soften a little when affected by rising damp
to allow entry by ants and wasps.    Sand-cement and stone are the more suitable
materials here.

Antbed.

It is understood that in building their anthills, termites secrete a soil binding body
fluid.    The chemicals contained in this fluid remain present in crushed anthill (or
antbed).    Early European settlers in the Northern Territory puddled and relaid
antbed for mortar in stone walls, for house floors, tennis courts and airstrips.    Many
of these works have survived decades of wet season exposure and are still in
service today.
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The author's experience with antbed was good in the N.T. but disappointing in the
Torres Straits.    Antbed used as a mortar ingredient for the stone house built by the
Ware family at St.Pauls, had dubious soil binding qualities, and the fibre contained
in antbed may have contributed in attracting a wasp problem now affecting the
walls.    The weatherability of the mortar appears to be excellent.    Nonetheless it is
recommended that further use of antbed in Torres Strait self-build projects be
avoided.

Stone.

Stone is clearly a very strong, durable and attractive material for construction of
footings, floors and walls.    On stable foundations, footings can be of flat or random
faced stone laid dry or in sand-cement mortar.    Flat faced stone is obviously
required for floors, and is best laid in a sand bed over a polythene moisture barrier
and grouted with sand-cement mortar.    Walls are more easily constructed with flat
faced stone laid in sand-cement mortar to a stringline.    Single or double sided
formwork is required for laying all but very thick (500mm+) random faced stone
walls.

Pole Timbers.

Only the Cape Region and Badu, Boigu, Moa and Saibai Islands have forests of
adequate size to justify harvest of pole timbers for small-scale building programmes.   
The four islands all have the following timbers available:
-   Red Bloodwood (eucalyptus corymbosa), a strong and very durable timber

suitable for in-ground applications such as verandah posts.
-   Paperbark (melaleuca leucadendron), a hard and moderately durable timber

suitable for exposed above-ground applications such as lintels and thresholds.
-    Black Mangrove (bruguieria gymnorrhiza), an extremely strong and straight-

growing but non-durable timber suitable for roof sheltered beams and rafters.
-      Red Mangrove (rhizophora mucronata), of comparable quality and suitability

to black mangrove.

Bloodwood and paperbark are relatively easily accessed from open wet sclerophyll
forest.    Mangrove is accessed with a lot of difficulty from tidal swampland.

In the longer term existing forest resources on Torres Strait Islands cannot sustain a
local building industry without serious damage to the local environment.    As the
St.Pauls Community has recognised, tree planting programmes need to be
established urgently to secure a timber resource for the next generation of self-
builders.    There are suitable species which could be harvested for domestic pole
construction within ten years of planting.

The five Cape communities have access to more abundant supplies of local timber
which include satin ash, silver ash (flindersia amboinensis), blush teriga, bloodwood,
bollywood, pencil cedar (palaquium spp.), red cedar (toona surenii), paperbark and
other species.
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Sawn Timbers.

The Bamaga Sawmill ceased operations a few years ago.    On Badu and Moa
Islands there are some very large bloodwood and paperbark trees which have on
occasions been milled.    However they are not in abundant supply and tend to
have hollow trunks.    Badu and Moa Islands also have occasional stands of Brown
Pine or Mastwood (podocarpus greyii).    This is a very fine-grained and stable but
non-durable timber which can be milled for windows, doors and other joinery, as
was done for the Ware and Levi Houses at St.Pauls.    However mastwood is scarce
and grows in fragile streamside ecologies.   It should not be harvested.    

Again suitable plantations for sawlog production should be established as a
priority.    The assistance of suitably qualified and experienced foresters is essential
here.    Portable mills which operate as chainsaw attachments are very slow in
breaking down logs and wasteful of timber due to their wide cut.    Portable mills
which operate off bandsaws are a more worthwhile investment.

Bamboo.

Bamboo is an extremely strong, flexible and lightweight material with many
constructional and decorative applications.    It was central to the material culture of
all Torres Strait Island people in past generations.    With treatment against rot and
borer attack by soaking in salt water or dipping in preservative chemicals, bamboo
serves as a long-lasting material for light framing, split and woven panelling,
decorative tassels and even earth wall reinforcement.    For both technical and
cultural reasons, its planting should be encouraged.    And the skills in working with
bamboo, now possessed by only very few old people, must be passed on to
younger generations before it's too late.

Coconut and Pandanas Palm.

Whilst losing favour as general cladding materials because of their short lifespan
and high fire risk, crafted coconut and pandanas palm have a tradition as beautiful
decorative elements in the island home.    As with bamboo, their use should be
encouraged.

3.2.2:  Imported Materials.

Sea freight, from suppliers in Cairns to outer islands in the Torres Straits, increases
the final delivered cost of imported building materials by very different amounts
depending on the nature of the materials.
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Seaswift Cairns currently charges $475.00 per tonne or cubic metre (whichever is
greater) for general cargo  shipped from Cairns to outer islands.    On this charge
basis, heavy materials such as concrete blocks, crushed rock and cement, as well as
bulky components such as slab reinforcing mesh, water tanks and prefabricated
wall panels, roof trusses, and cupboard systems, are likely to cost the self-builder on
the Islands as much as twice what they would cost the cousin builder in suburban
Cairns.    By comparison, tight packs of medium and light weight materials such as
roofing iron, plywood sheeting and sawn timber in rationalised lengths, and smaller
components such as fasteners, window louvre systems, joinery hardware and
plumbing and electrical fittings, are not affected badly by freight costs.
Seaswift also has massively reduced charge rates of $130.00 to $160.00 per tonne
or cubic metre for building materials shipped to the islands in "houselot" quantities.   
So clearly councils and project supervisors should encourage self-builders to order
imported materials as required in bulk and group lots.

Fortunately for self-builders, most islands have available local materials which can
be collected and processed for use in substituting most of the imported materials
and components for which freight is prohibitively expensive.    Cement is the
troubling exception here as it is difficult but not impossible to avoid its use
altogether.    Strong and durable construction systems which minimize the use of
cement are to be encouraged.

A word on fastening systems.    The warm, salt and moisture laden air of the Torres
Straits is extremely corrosive on raw steel as everyone knows.    Such fasteners as
nuts, bolts, washers, cleats, rods, screws, nails, straps and plates must be generously
hot-dip galvanised for both exposed and concealed applications.    Stainless steel is
a far more durable metal for fasteners and should be considered for exposed
applications where its cost is not prohibitive.    Light gauge steel nailplates and
straps should be avoided in exposed applications since their galvanic coating is
usually very thin and easily damaged during nail fixing.     
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3.3:  BUILDING CONSTRUCTION.

In deciding on appropriate construction systems, the self-builder needs to give
particular consideration to the way in which the various elements interrelate, not
only in the finished house but also in the process of erection.    Overly tedious
construction methods destroy worker morale.    Excessive shovel work, for example,
breaks the keenest of spirits.    At the end of every work day there should be
something new to admire.

Constructional elements are dealt with below in separation, starting at the top and
working down, purely to simplify discussion and not to illustrate a correct sequence
for thinking.

3.3.1:  Roof Systems.

In cladding roofs, profiled metal sheeting is hard to beat for value.    Aluminium
tends to be more long-lasting than galvanised steel but is also more expensive and
requires more frequent support from framing below.

Sawn hardwood battens provide a level fixing for cladding.    Battens are simply
fastened to rafters with long self-drill screws.

A roof structure based on beams and rafters can be constructed with either pole or
sawn timbers.    Whilst locally available pole timbers save money, they must be
collected, debarked and then specially seated at each point of fixing with other
framing members.

A roof structure based on trusses and purlins can also be constructed with pole or
sawn timbers.    Pole purlins need to be flat-faced topside prior to erection for
cladding fix.

Roof structures must resist distortion forces imposed by Torres Strait winds.    This is
best achieved with roof planes that are triangular in shape or are braced with
plywood panelling (see illustration on page 30) or diagonal ties (see bottom photo
on page 28).

3.3.2:  Wall Systems.

Earth and Stone Walls.

In recent years there appears to be a general preference amongst Aboriginal and
Islander communities towards masonry walls, because of their functional and visual
solidity.    In this context earth and stone wall construction are attracting interest as
low-cost alternatives for the self-builder.
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In structural terms, earth and stone walls can be erected to be either loadbearing
(whereby roof loads are carried directly by the walls themselves - as per
demonstration hut on Palm Island and  Ware House at St.Pauls illustrated on page
22) or non-loadbearing (whereby roof loads are carried by columns or portal frames
such that the walls act as an infill only - as per Levi and Pedro Houses at St.Pauls).   
Because of their limited compressive strength, earth and stone walls carry roof loads
from evenly spaced rafters via spreader plates (or top plates) more readily than they
carry point loads from widely spaced roof beams or trusses.    The illustration on
page 32 shows a suitable approach for loadbearing earth brick construction.

Unstabilised earth walls erode badly if directly exposed to heavy rain.    Therefore
with loadbearing earth wall construction, walls and roofs must be completed before
the onset of the wet.    Where this cannot be guaranteed unstabilised earth walls
should be constructed as non-loadbearing infill to post and beam or portal frame
structures with roofs already on.    These frame structures require more material and
labour to erect, and in-ground or in-wall posts are more vulnerable to rot and termite
attack.    Nevertheless, building under roofcover makes brick production and wall
laying in particular far more pleasant and efficient both in rainy and hot sunny
weather.

Light Frame Walls.

Light frame walls usually rely on imported materials for both framing and cladding,
which adds considerably to the cost of construction.    However if the self-builder
has a good income and little time for work on site, or if the project is council-based
whereby building workers are paid wages, then the added material cost may well be
offset by the reduced workload in light frame wall construction as compared to
earth or stone wall construction.

Light frame wall construction is of course the only practical system for the self-
builder who is dead keen on an stilted or "upstairs" house.

Durable sawn hardwood framing can be very attractive where walls are lined on
one side only (see top photo on page 28 and illustration on page 30).    Cold rolled
steel channel framing may be suitable for walls lined both sides.

Framed walls must be braced against wind forces, and diagonal struts  and plywood
panelling can serve this purpose most elegantly.    Plywood wall bracing of course
doubles up as an attractive lining (again see photos on page 28).  

3.3.3:  Floor  Systems.

Raised Floors.

Raised floors for stilted houses are normally framed in sawn hardwood and/or steel
and lined with moisture resistant plywood or particleboard.    These are all imported
materials which make for an expensive flooring option.    In their favour however,
given careful attention to issues of climate control as detailed in section 3.4, stilted
houses can be particularly comfortable inside because of their better presentation to
cooling breezes.
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On-Ground Floors.

These days on outer islands, most on-ground floors are of steel-reinforced sand-
cement construction.    They are certainly very tough and long-lasting, and can be
attractively sealed with clear or coloured epoxy coatings.    The imported cement,
reinforcement and finishing products are however quite expensive.

Rammed or poured earth floors are less durable but not so hard on the feet.    They
can be constructed at virtually no material cost, and are well sealed and beautifully
finished with a mixture of floor wax and turpentine.    The Levi House at St.Pauls
has an attractive combination of coloured sand-cement floors (in high wear zones
such as kitchen, living and dining walkways, and wet areas), and clear polished
poured earth floors (in low wear zones such as bedrooms, dining and sitting areas).

All internal on-ground floors must be laid on a continuous polythene moisture
barrier.

3.3.4:  Footing Systems.

On stable foundations, sand-cement floors with structurally integrated steel-
reinforced edge beams can provide firm footing to earth, stone and light frame walls.   
Stone or reinforced sand-cement strip footings are best in conjunction with
unreinforced earth  and sand-cement floors, as illustrated on pages 30 and 32.    All
walls and on-ground floors must be protected from rising damp with a continuous
and durable network of moisture barriers.

The columns or stumps of raised floors must be well anchored with sand-cement
pad footings and bracing systems in order to resist uplift, overturning and racking
forces imposed by near-cyclonic winds.
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3.4:  CLIMATE CONTROL.

There are many European people living in northern Australia who find the climate
hot and oppressive.    Many like and can afford to live in homes which almost
completely close themselves off from the climate outside, and then are made cool
and breezy inside with fans and air conditioners.    That's why so many modern
houses in Cairns look just like Tasmanian houses on the outside, and feel like
fridges on the inside.

Most Torres Strait Island people enjoy the warm climate.    At home they like to
move freely between rooms inside and shady spaces outside.    They like to invite
inside the cooling breezes which are about through most of the year.    And yet so
many of the kit houses supplied to the Islands block out these breezes whilst
allowing the hot sun to enter.     Without expensive air conditioning, rooms quickly
become hot and stuffy.

The self-built homes of the Ware, Levi and Pedro families are generally regarded by
the St.Pauls Community as by far the coolest homes in the village.    This is because
they  encourage cooling breezes to flow freely through all living spaces whilst
providing good protection from harsh sun, fierce winds and torrential rains.    The
principles of building design which allow for this quality of climate control are
described as follows.

3.4.1:  Sun and Storm Protection.

At the top end of Australia, the sun travels through both the northern and southern
parts of the sky during the year, and so it's very important to provide shade to all
sides of the house.    Window openings can be shaded by adjustable timber or metal
louvres, by fixed frame canopies or adjustable canvas awnings.    Poorly insulated
light frame walls allow heat to pass through them easily, and heavy earth, stone and
concrete block walls absorb and store heat very well.    It's crucial that they too are
effectively shaded from the hot sun.    Deep surrounding verandahs are particularly
useful for overall shading, and they also provide comfortable outdoor living space.

Window openings and earth walls also need protection from the occasional storms
that bring horizontal and torrential rain.    Again this is best achieved with
adjustable louvres, shutters and awnings.

The illustration at the bottom of page 35 shows these features.
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3.4.2:  Promotion of Cooling Breezes.     

Passage of cooling breezes through a house needs to be provided on a room by
room basis.    Ideally each room should have a generous opening in the wall which
faces oncoming breezes, and an equally generous opening in the opposite wall.    In
other words, breezes can only develop where the air that enters a room on one side
can exit easily on the other side.    This breeze is also commonly referred to as cross
ventilation.

Cross ventilation is more easily achieved through a long narrow house which
stretches out to face prevailing northwest (wet season) and southeast (dry season)
breezes, than through a house with rooms huddled together in a compact plan.   
Cross breezes are most effective when they pass through a room centred at human
head height, and for most rooms (particularly bedrooms) this is fairly low.

Not all rooms are easily cross ventilated.    They can however be designed to benefit
from ridge ventilation.    With an ample opening low in an external wall on one side
of the room and an equally ample opening high on the other side of the room, a
breeze can pass through the room to rise to an again ample exhaust opening (or
vent) at the apex of the house roof.    Because this breeze is induced by natural
convective flow of warming air, it can be enjoyed inside even when the air is quite
still outside as during doldrum periods.    Ridge ventilation also generally serves to
draw out hot air which accumulates inside the home and rises to the roof, and in this
regard flat suspended ceilings are a serious obstacle.    By having ceilings follow the
roof line and by stopping internal walls short of ceilings, ridge ventilation can be
preserved.

The three drawings at the top of page 35 illustrate the principles of cross ventilation
and ridge ventilation.

Also it is generally worth noting that louvres and fully opening casement and
awning shutters allow breezes to pass through them more generously than do
sliding windows and partially opening shutters.

3.4.3:  Insulation.

In a tropical climate where external shade temperatures vary only a little from day to
night, there is little thermal benefit to be gained from heavy heat-storing building
materials such as earth, stone and concrete block.    And so without air
conditioning, the coolest temperatures that can be aimed for inside are equal to
those to be found outside under a shady tree.    In other words if at a hot time of
day the internal temperature is within close range of the external shade temperature,
then the building is performing very well thermally.

The best way of achieving these conditions is by promoting cooling breezes and by
protecting external walls and their openings from the sun.    With this met, there is
no thermal value to be gained from insulating walls.
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The roof of course faces enormous radiant heat from the sun.    As a first measure it
should be sent straight back to the sky by way of a reflective upper surface (raw
metal or white) on roof cladding.    Darker "colorbond" roofs should be avoided.   
Also roof cladding with a reflective underside emits less radiant heat down into the
body of the house.    Raw metal cladding undersides are again effective in this
regard.

Lysaght Industries produce "coolclad" steel roof sheeting which has an extremely
reflective laminate bonded to its underside.    The sheeting drastically reduces roof
heat emittance, but has also been found to discolour and delaminate on some spots
of the verandah roof to the Ware House at St.Pauls.    Therefore its continued use is
not recommended at this stage.

Sisalation (or foil sheeting) laid beneath roof cladding insulates very efficiently,
however when exposed from below it tends to become ragged and unsightly in
time.    And so on the basis of appearance and thermal performance, insulated roofs
with raking ceilings immediately below are probably the best solution in the longer
term.    Ceilings can be installed as a later improvement if initial funds are limited.   
(see also illustration on page 30)
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3.5:  BUILDING SERVICES.

During the last ten years or so, a great deal of money and effort has been directed
towards improving sewerage, water supply and power services for Torres Strait
Island communities.    The general approach has been to develop service systems
whereby water and power are reticulated to each household in the village from a
central supply source - a deep well, a dam and a diesel power station.    The aim of
both the community councils and consulting engineers (in reference to 1990
Infrastructure Development Reports by Edminston and Taylor Consulting
Engineers and Project Managers) has been to provide a type of service much like
that available to city and town folk on mainland Australia.

However in securing delivery of such services, communities in remote areas depend
on an enormous injection of money and technical expertise from external sources to
establish and maintain the necessary infrastructure.    This dependence is typically
so total that it can be debilitating for the councils and certainly also the residents of
these remote areas.    Furthermore, for the growing number of people who would
rather live some way out of the village (and many self-builders seem to have this
preference), these reticulated services simply cannot be made available.   

At the risk of being extremely presumptious, the following discusses deficiencies in
the current approach to service delivery, and proposes some alternative options.   
The thoughts are based purely on academic research and on observations made
over the years living in several Aboriginal and Islander communities of vastly
ranging size and degree of remoteness.    A future challenge for the author is to test
alternative service options with interested community groups.     

3.5.1:  Water Systems.

The fact that coastal northern Queensland receive a high annual rainfall tends to
suggest that water supply in the region is always plentiful.    Certainly in the wet
season this is so, and mainland town centres are normally well supplied through the
dry season from huge storage dams constructed in their hinterland.    In small remote
communities however construction of storage facilities which supply water
throughout the seasons, to meet the same per capita demand as for mainland towns,
is often prohibitively expensive, and in some cases on the Islands not possible due
to lack of suitable sites.

Furthermore there is finally a general consensus amongst scientists worldwide that
atmospheric ozone depletion and greenhouse gas emissions are now affecting our
global climate, and that a major danger to human survival resulting from future
climate change is the impending increase in frequency and intensity of extreme
weather patterns of which drought is possibly the most devastating.    In learning
from older Island people how clear and dirty water patterns have lost their
predictable rhythm of olden times, by observing how in general wet seasons arrive
later and bring less rain each year and by seeing rainforest plant ecologies on Moa
Island die due to lack of rain, one cannot help but to think that these expected
climate changes are now taking effect.
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As is to be expected, the more abundant the supply storage and the more
sophisticated the reticulation system, the greater the water consumption in a
community.    In other words, improved technical systems don't necessarily make
water shortages go away.    In 1991 the Palm Island Community had a per capita
water consumption averaging 540 litres per day as compared to St.Pauls' 300 litres
per day.    Palm Island had virtually no wet season after a year of unrestricted
consumption in 1991, and by mid March 1992 the community was in a state of
emergency with minimal and putrid water reserves.    A likely outcome of the crisis
is that a further dam will be constructed on Palm.

In securing reliable water supplies for the future of expanding Island communities
living in a climatically uncertain world, increased storage facilities, which maybe
allow for as much as two years reserve without rain, are clearly an essential but
expensive requirement.    But along with these expanded storages there must be
developed intelligent technical and human measures for water conservation.    It's
only by promoting habits of conservation when reserves are plentiful that people
regain respect for water as a limited resource and learn how to cope with times of
drought.

Systems for water conservation might include:
-      Phase-out of water based toilet systems (septic and reticulated sewerage) in

new housing developments, and replacement with waterless composting toilet
systems.    (see also section 3.5.2.)    Associated savings to overall household
water consumption might be in the order of  30 to 50 percent.

-     Provision of 20,000 litre roof water tank storage for each home.    The Levi
family at St.Pauls constructed a ferrocement water tank of this size at a cost of
only $1,200.00 (1988).    These tanks can also be used in the dry season to
ration water supplied from community dams or wells.

-       Preservation of water quality in small family wells by elimination of septic toilet
systems.    (again see section 3.5.2.)    Often in times of critical water shortage
these wells have been a godsend, and so they must be respected.    Wells are
often the main dry season water source for people who prefer to live some
distance from the village supply grid.

-   Recycling of kitchen, laundry and bathroom wastewater for gardening.   
Associated savings to overall household consumption might be a further 30 to
50 percent.

-     Undertaking by council to police water wastage and promptly rectify water
leaks throughout the village.

Some of these systems for water conservation are illustrated on page 39.

3.5.2:  Sewerage Systems.

As mentioned above water-based toilet systems consume an enormous amount of
good potable water.     In the wet season, effluent from septic systems does not
effectively evaporate from transpiration beds, and resultant pollution of streams and
valuable water wells poses a serious risk.    And for families who live out of town
with limited access to water, septic toilet systems are not feasible.
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Waterless composting toilets are a suitable alternative.    To quote Dr. Terry Lustig -
Environmental Health Review Australia, June 1991: "The operating principle of
the composting toilet is very simple.    Human excreta is deposited from a pedestal
into a container which is kept warm to promote the growth of bacteria.    The
bacteria digest the excreta to produce harmless compost, while a small fan
(which can be powered by a tiny and inexpensive solar system) extracts odours
from the remaining wastes and expels them through a vent.

For example, in the Rotaloo (illustrated on page 41), the excreta is stored in one of
four chambers in a sealed tank.    When the first chamber is full, it is rotated and
the next chamber is filled and so on.    When the final chamber is filled, the first
chamber is emptied.    This is quick, simple and quite safe since the compost has
been stored for one or two years, and the chance of encountering a live pathogen
is about the same as when handling soil from the garden.    The compost no
longer smells and has the texture of leaf mould."     Great tucker for the vegie
patch !

Excess liquids which gather at the base of the outer chamber of the Rotaloo can be
evaporated with assistance of an electric heating element or solar heated air, or they
can be drained off to the household wastewater settling tank and transpiration bed.

The transpiration bed shown on page 39 is specially designed so that wastewater
(already far less pollutant than that discharged from a septic tank) does not seep
downwards towards the groundwater table, but rather travels upwards and
outwards through mounded topsoil as a result of capillary action.    Waste digesting
bacteria are most active in the top half metre of the soil profile, and it is this region
through which the wastewater passes.    Feeding vegetables on this moist and
nutrient-rich soil makes for some yummy and healthy meals as a bonus.    Here then
we have a natural and self-contained environmental cycle.       

The Rotaloo comes in various sizes to cater for households of five to fifty people.   
It is far more compact than its competitor the Clivus Multrum (assessed in the
Edminston and Taylor reports) and therefore simpler and cheaper to install.    The
manufacturers of the Rotaloo have offered to provide equipment and training for
the establishment of an Island enterprise which could mass-produce Rotaloos
locally at a fraction of the cost of units sold ex Melbourne.

Unlike septic systems, composting toilets cope well with situations of heavy use as
occur from time to time.    The problems which occur with excreta decomposition
when the wastes of people on antibiotic or diaretic medication pass into septic
tanks or clivus multrums, is not an issue with the Rotaloo because it has four
unconnected chambers.

3.5.3:  Power Systems.

A number of outer Island communities are currently in the process of being serviced
with reticulated electrical power sourced from diesel driven generating plant.   
Certainly once households are connected to the grid they will quickly accumulate a
host of new electrical appliances, and provided they can afford the power bills they
will enjoy a new way of life.
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Once again the families who choose to live some distance from the village grid will
not have access to this service.    Currently most of them provide for their power
needs with noisy portable generators which per household consume as much as
$25.00 worth of fuel each day.

With an investment of around $1,500.00 for a battery charger, deep cycle battery
bank and power inverter, a family could reduce generator running hours by two-
thirds saving on a lot of noise and around $16.00 in fuel a day.    Allowing also for
reduced wear and tear on the generator, it's likely that the investment will have paid
for itself in under three months.

By a further investment of around $6,000.00 for extra batteries, solar panels and/or
a wind generator, most domestic electricity needs (except refrigeration) can be met
with only occasional need for generator back-up.    This gear could save a further
$8.00 per day in fuel and generator wear, and will have paid for itself inside two
years.

If a household currently spends $12.00, or half of $25.00 per day on generator fuel,
then payback periods will be double those quoted above, but still very
encouraging.    See also page 44 for illustrations of these concepts for remote area
power supply (or RAPS) systems.

Whereas mains power is usually available to a household in unlimited quantities, a
RAPS system has a finite power generating capacity and needs to be understood
and respected as such.    A RAPS system is cost-effective only when the electricity
it generates is used conservatively.    It is very important to run high-efficiency task-
focused fluorescent lighting and only low-energy appliances, such as televisions,
radios, hi-fis, videos and computers, off a RAPS system.    Cookers, refridgerators
and freezers should be run on bottled gas as they draw too to much power from a
small RAPS system.    Electric kettles, frying pans and the like should be avoided.   
Washing machines should be used at times when petrol back-up generators are
running.

By taking care not to waste power and by periodically checking acid levels and
terminals on storage batteries, the author manages to run two high-efficiency
fluorescent lamps, radio, fax and answering machine off a $330.00 solar system
(with no petrol generator back-up) installed in his small home/shed in cloudy South
Gippsland Victoria.    The remote outer islands of the Torres Strait Region have sun
and wind in reliable abundance.    They are perfect locations for RAPS systems.
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3.6:  CONTROL OF BUILDING COST AND WORKLOAD.

In controlling the cost and workload of a project, the self-builder needs to stay
aware of all the influencing human and technical factors as generally discussed in
this report.    However to provide specific figures for material cost and labour
workload associated with various construction and service systems, would be of
limited value and beyond the scope of this report.    These figures are so dependent
on market forces and on local resources.    They need to be established afresh from
case to case with the help of an experienced building consultant.    Cost control
must commence at the pre-design stage of every building project, and it must give
clear direction to the sketch design process.
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3.7:  THE DESIGN PROCESS.

Having given careful consideration to all of the human and technical issues covered
in this report, self-builders, together with their community councils and consultants,
will be in a strong position to commence with the process of house design.

Self-builders from all Aboriginal and Islander communities with which the author
has worked over the years, have clearly shown the desire and ability to be centrally
active in the design of their own homes.    By showing slides and videos on material
as presented in this report, and by facilitating group discussions, drawing and
modelmaking workshops, the author has been able to elicit from self-builders
functional, attractive and cost-effective design solutions.

Crude modelmaking with grocery box cardboard, blutack and drinking straws (as
shown in top left hand photo on page 8), has shown to be a most popular design
tool for self-builders in that:
-     It is simple and enjoyable.
-   It involves rough and ready use of non-precious materials which help the

designer to relax with the essential processes of  manipulating the model and
continually redeveloping ideas.

-  It allows for realistic formation and effective realisation of three-dimensional
space.

-   It provides a clear object for discussion and negotiation between all interested
parties.

-   It has the designer communicating intuitively by hands-on craftwork, as well as
intellectually by contemplation and discussion.

-    It encourages thought on building construction.

The input of an architect in such modelmaking activities should be in facilitation
only:
-    By supplying and encouraging effective use of modelmaking materials.
-   By nurturing an appreciation of building scale, both in itself and as it relates to

models and drawings.    Floor grids, toy people and furniture all scaled at 1:25
assist with this.

-    By drawing attention to technical pre-design issues as discussed in section 3.
-    By asking questions as a means of troubleshooting.

The obvious benefits of a participatory or self-help design approach are as follows:
-   It draws on experience and creativity of prospective residents as the main

sources for design inspiration.    Thereby completed homes are appreciated and
well cared for, since they more closely reflect particular familys' needs and
aspirations.

-   It encourages constructive discussion and negotiation between self-build families
and council, which can only be good for community development.

-  It quickly clarifies many issues for architects and engineers, which then helps to
speed up preparation of construction drawings for authorities and supervisors.

-   It prepares self-builders more thoroughly for the construction task ahead.
-  It generally helps Aboriginal and Islander communities to develop on their own

terms and in their own time a language of architecture that is meaningful to their
lifestyle and culture.
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SECTION 4:

PROPOSAL FOR A BOOK OF PRACTICE
IN SELF-HELP HOUSING.       

It is proposed that a Book of Practice or manual be prepared which clearly specifies
appropriate technical strategies (as introduced in section 3) and organisational
structures (legal and financial) for continued self-help housing in the Torres Strait
and Cape York regions.    In particular the Book could present a suite of
construction methods which are suitable and approved for self-building in the
Torres Strait and Cape Regions.    This current report might serve as a starting point
for the development of such a Book.

To prepare the Book, personnel should be engaged as follows:
-     An architect with experience in self-help housing and the Torres Straits.
-   A structural engineer with experience in low-cost building construction and

tropical regions.
-   An hydraulic and electrical engineer with experience in low-cost remote area

service systems.  
-   A lawyer and a housing officer from the Department of Family Services and

Aboriginal and Islander Affairs (DFS&AIA) Brisbane.
-     A Torres Strait Island resident with particular interest and experience in self-help

housing, to assist with community liaison.
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To oversee development of the Book, a committee should be formed with
representation from:
-     The Joint Ministerial Advisory Committee for the Aboriginal and Islander Rental

Housing Programme.
-     The Island Coordinating Council.
-     The Aboriginal Coordinating Council.
-     The Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Commission (ATSIC).
-     Brisbane and Thurday Island Offices of DFS&AIA.
-     Brisbane and Thursday Island Offices of Q-Build Project Services .
-     Accomplished self-builders from St.Pauls Community.
-     Other interested community people.

The cost of preparing the Book would vary enormously depending on the scope of
information to be presented, as envisaged by the funding body and overseeing
committee.

The Book would offer enormous benefits to future self-help housing in the region.   

There would be far less need to reinvent the wheel of self-build with each new
community programme.    For architects and engineers the workload in pre-design
research and design documentation would be slashed enormously, and therefore so
should the associated, normally considerable fees.    This means savings for councils
and a potential for more housing per dollar spent.

Q-Build's approval process would be considerably streamlined when designs are
submitted and houses constructed to standard certified detail as presented in the
Book.    Reduced workload for consultants and Q-Build also means projects are up
and running much earlier.

With a clear, simple and attractive presentation style, the Book could also function
as a training manual in self-help building construction.    This would be of particular
value to communities, councils, project supervisors and trainers.

Finally, the Book would provide a reference for the language of self-help housing
in the Torres Strait Region, a language which could be refined and expanded in
years to come as local demand and experience in self-help evolves.
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SECTION 5:

PROPOSAL FOR A DISPLAY HOUSE
ON HORN ISLAND.

It is proposed that a house be constructed on Horn Island to serve as a display of
self-help housing principles.    By being sited in a prominent position (maybe along
the road between the airport and the Thursday Island ferry terminal), it could
capture the interest of many people who pass by that way.

The house should demonstrate various appropriate material, construction, climate
control and service systems described in section 3 of this report.    In particular
these should include:

-   Stone footings.
-   Poured earth floor construction.
-   Non-loadbearing earth brick wall construction.
-   Loadbearing poured earth wall construction.
-   Stone wall construction.
-   Pole timber framing.

-   Shading and ventilation.
-   Supply-conserving water system.
-   Waterless composting toilet.
-   Solar power system.

All systems and details demonstrated must be of a standard which the local control
authority Q-Build would regard as worthy of promotion on the outer islands.   
Ideally they would be in accordance with the Book of Practice as proposed in
section 4.
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The idea of starting with a small home with the view to extending later, should be
presented in some way for reasons as discussed in section 2.2.    Possibly the
display house could be designed to consist of a series of small loosely connected
buildings (something like what's illustrated on page 13), whereby Stage One
provides basic accomodation and essential services as required by a small young
family, and Stages Two and Three provide extra sleeping and living space that
becomes necessary as the family grows in number.    Each of the small buildings
could demonstrate a particular suite of material and construction systems.

Certainly the display house should celebrate the use of traditional island materials
such as bamboo, coconut and pandanas palm, and it should be beautifully
decorated with ornate timber carvings and artefacts.    The Levi and Ware Houses at
St.Pauls bear fine example of such material culture (see also page 8), and Lindsay
Wilson's book "Thathilgau Emeret Lu" offers a wealth of information in this regard.

The display house should be constructed by Horn Island residents, using local
materials and trade skills as available.    Further training and supervision as
necessary might be provided through TAFE.

The major benefits arising from a display house project on Horn Island include:
-   Exposure for the concept of self-help as a worthwhile approach for housing in

the region.
-    Further development of local skills in self-help building construction.
-    A readily accessible working example for prospective self-builders to inspect in
     detail.
-    A reference for quality of materials and workmanship suited to self-help housing.

Appropriate options for management of the house as a display facility would need
to be explored by local council and the project funding body.
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